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Story of Sell-out, Floor price
and NFT projects experience

How long have you been to NFT space? Our team was there if the first Spacebudz were minted.
Also we observed and minted Unsigs from a collection of 31k+ NFTs. It was the beginning of the
CNFT world, called Cardano NFT. Year 2021.

I (Peter) wrote a book about Cardano ecosystem and NFTs from this epic beginning. If you
wanna read that, I provide a free download here.

As people have seen the upcoming opportunities of NFT world on Cardano, they started to join
the race of minting on this blockchain from Ethereum, Solana and others. Many times you can
observe the copycats projects. Or simply projects with focus to create any animal as NFT,
quickly hype it, sell it and forget it. Sometimes slowly, sometimes as a rug.

There are also exceptions with great roadmaps, utility and innovations.  Such as The Mallard
order, Ted Nation or Chilled Kongs.

On the other hand many teams struggle with selling out the project, falling floor prices and if it
takes too long, they lose motivation and start to disappear and disconnect from the project. It’s
difficult to understand people buying NFTs and immediately offering them on secondary
markets for lower than minting price. As they directly lose ADA. It also does not help to sell-out
the project as possible new owners tend to purchase the NFTs on secondary because of lower
price.

In most of the NFT projects there will be some quick flippers, having paperhands and doing not
rational steps. At the same time, we believe that projects with meaningful utility which have a
high probability of success will strive and bring joy, fun and profit for the owners.

https://www.lostapecentauri.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Cardano_ecosystem_and_nfts.pdf


Lost Ape Centauri is built on passion for Cardano and NFT space with smart, innovative
art and with a lot of utility provided to NFT owners.

Betting only on art is, as we believe, not enough.

We see a steady growth of engaged fans of our project and therefore we’d like to share our
approach towards Pre-Mint, During a Mint, Post-Mint  and great benefits for Lost Ape NFTs
owners and holders.

5 reasons why you should mint & keep your Lost
Apes:

High-Society Lost Ape PASS

100 PASS tickets only. 50 will be available to buy before mint. 50 will be airdropped to random
Lost Ape NFT owners, if we sell-out the collection. Every Lost Ape NFT is 1 ticket to a draw.



To be able to participate in lottery there are only two conditions:

1, You keep your Lost Ape NFTs in your wallet

2, OR if you list Lost Ape NFTs on secondary markets such as jpg.store, your listing price is
minimal 100% higher than mint price. Example: mint price 40 ADA, your listing min. 80 ADA.

What are the benefits of HSLA PASS?

Currently valid rewards and benefits can be found here .

Airdrop of NFTs from other projects

Another motivation to come, mint Lost Ape NFTs apart from many other benefits, is the airdrop
of NFTs from other projects. To be more concrete:

If we sell-out the collection, we will randomly pick 9 lucky winners airdropped with these NFTs
above. Chilled kong might be tempting :)  The same conditions to join the raffle:

1, You keep your Lost Ape NFTs in your wallet

2, OR if you list Lost Ape NFTs on secondary markets such as jpg.store, your listing price is
minimal 100% higher than mint price. Example: mint price 40 ADA, your listing min. 80 ADA.

Airdrop of $LAC token

$LAC token is the crypto currency of Lost Ape Centauri. Once our brand will grow, we will
collaborate with new projects accepting LAC tokens. Token will also be listed on premium
Cardano DEXs and can be exchanged for $ADA or other tokens. It is a reward for Lost Ape
owners a.k.a. staking. It will be airdropped automatically in certain periods. Tokenomics will be
shared later, once all things are prepared.

https://www.lostapecentauri.com/hslapass/


The same conditions to join the $LAC token airdrops:

1, You keep your Lost Ape NFTs in your wallet

2, OR if you list Lost Ape NFTs on secondary markets such as jpg.store, your listing price is
minimal 100% higher than mint price. Example: mint price 40 ADA, your listing min. 80 ADA.

Hidden spoilers &  messages with $ADA and NFTs prizes

Lost Apes collection has been developed and hand-drawn as a smart and interactive one. On
many Lost Ape NFTs you can find hidden spoilers to movies, universe, books or messages
covering LAC project. If you have an idea, what the meaning might be, share it with us, if you hit
that right, we will provide you with the ADA or NFT price. Important is to know, that spoilers
and messages can repeat on several Lost Ape NFTs, therefore the first right answer wins, later
already revealed message or spoiler cannot be claimed.

Condition to join is that you own Lost Ape NFT on your verified wallet for which you claim
found message or spoiler. Again the same 2 rules. Keep it in your wallet or if listed on
secondary markets, price has to be minimal 100% higher than mint price.

Example: this Lost Ape has 3 hidden spoilers/messages. We will reveal 1, which cannot be
claimed anymore. Others are on you:)

Sport jacket Apevolution including small mark of a bow and logo Ape High School are
referring to the successful Korean TV serie “All of us are dead” where the members of shooting
club had similar jackets.



500 $ADA prize for each 1/1 Lost Ape NFT minted

In the collection there will be several 1/1 unique Lost Ape NFTs such as Neo Alpha, Golden &
Silver Robots, Zombie, Mummy, Silver & Diamond skin kings. For each 1/1 minted, you can
claim 500 ADA special prize. In total 7*500 ADA = 3,500 ADA will be airdropped to the owners of
these 7 special NFTs.

Conditions:

Collection is sold-out. You keep Lost Ape NFTs in your wallet or if listed on secondary markets,
price has to be minimal 100% higher than mint price. But hey, who would be listing 1/1 Lost Ape
NFTs for such a low price anyway? On top if you automatically receive 500 ADA just because you
have minted it. 1/1 NFTs will have much higher valuation in the future.

Small hint: they will also carry on higher Health and Power in the Battle Royale Lost Ape game.

Enjoy the journey LA fam. The community is the most important part of our project. It is all of
you supporting us and together we will succeed. Our mission is in the beginning. Passion is high
and motivation too.

#LFG

Lost Ape Centauri team


